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Joshua 1:8b, cp./w Psalm 119:41-48: The Word Became Flesh, John 1:1; Genesis 1:1 

The Word Became Flesh
John 1:1 -	In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
1-	First of all we must establish when “in the beginning” was.  John’s reference point is the very first verse of the Bible:
Genesis 1:1 -	In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
2-	Both phrases, John’s Greek and Moses’ Hebrew, are translated exactly the same.
3-	The opening words of the Hebrew text read, Bereshith bara Elohim.  This indicates the creation of the universe and thus designates the beginning of universal history but does not refer to the beginning for God.
4-	Note that God—Elohim—is identified as the Creator and therefore logic demands that He preexist the creation.
5-	John wrote his Gospel in the late first century during the ascendancy of Docetic Gnosticism, a philosophical heresy that elevated knowledge above faith.
6-	Among its philosophers was Philo who developed a system by which an immaterial God could communicate with a material universe.
7-	That communication was called gnîsij /gnosis / or “knowledge.”  Those with gnîsij /gnosis / were superior to those who were content to depend upon faith.
8-	Belief that matter was evil led to a denial of the Lord’s true humanity which ultimately led to the denial of the Incarnation entirely.
9-	Gnostics who came to deny the Incarnation were referred to as Docetics, a word taken from the Greek dÒkhsij /dokhsis / which means: apparition, phantom, or vision.

10-	Their contention was that the cross was an optical illusion and the humanity of Jesus was a phantom: someone who appears to the sight but who has no material substance [ OED ].
11-	Therefore, John uses Greek grammar to first, identify Jesus as eternal and coequal with the Father and then to secondly, identity Him with biological life.
12-	John starts his Gospel with a quote of Genesis 1:1’s opening words, “In the beginning”:
’En  ¢rcÍ /En arche / -	“In the beginning of universal history which was not the beginning of God.”
13-	Development of this translation is supported by:
Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, s.v. “¢rc»”:
1-	The place in a temporal sequence at which something new, which is also finite, commences.
2-	Philo consistently uses it to denote noneternity.
3-	It denotes the original material from which everything has evolved.
4-	The first point of time according to the context.
5-	That which is ™n ¢rcÍ /en arche / is that which is “before” all time, or, more correctly, that concerning which no temporal statement can be made.
14-	The conclusion is that the LÒgoj /Logos / of John 1:1 preexists the creation of the universe.
15-	The point is emphasized by the fact that the verb is the imperfect active indicative of:
e„m…  /eimi / -	“was”
	imperfect:	describes continuous action in past time, a way of indicating that the subject, “the Word,” which is Jesus Christ, preexisted the creation of the universe.

			The verb “to be” indicates existence.  The imperfect tense indicates continuous existence in past time before the point indicated in Genesis 1:1 as the beginning of the universe.
			This asserts that the subject, Jesus Christ, was in continuous existence, i.e., eternal life, at the point of creation.

	active:	Jesus Christ produces the action by means of the divine attribute of eternal life.
	indicative:	A statement of fact that predates creation.

16-	The Holy Spirit inspires John to capture the attention of the Docetic Gnostics by describing this preexisting One as “the Word”:
LÒgoj /Logos / -	“the Word”

17-	John uses the same word as Philo to describe the eternal conduit between immaterial God and material mankind
18-	At this point the Docetic Gnostics are nodding their heads, “Yes, the Logos did preexist the creation.”
19-	The problem of Philo and his followers was that they were willing to associate this Logos with deity and thus declare it to be immaterial, but never material.
20-	Nevertheless, John has them in agreement with him at this point.
John 1:1a -		In the beginning of creation in Genesis 1:1, the Logos had preexisted eternally.



21-	The next phrase reads, “… and the Word was with God … .”  The word order changes at this point with the subject, LÒgoj /Logos /, coming before the verb, e„m… /eimi /.
22-	This gives us a way of better understanding the first phrase we just noted.  Let’s rearrange the word order in it in this fashion: “The Word was in the beginning.”  The corrected translation of verse 1 would sound like this:
John 1:1a -		The Logos had preexisted eternally in the beginning of creation in Genesis 1:1.
23-	Now we learn that this Logos, Who preexisted the creation, was also “with God,” by the use of the accusative preposition:
prÒj  /pros / -	“with”
24-	This preposition in the accusative indicates relationship, intimate association, or proximity and is often translated “face-to-face.”
25-	The object of this proposition is the noun:
QeÒj  /Theos / -	“with God”
26-	So again, John has the Docetic Gnostics nodding in agreement.
John 1:1b		… and the Logos was in close association with God in the beginning of creation in Genesis 1:1 …
27-	Finally, John finishes off with this final statement, “… and the Word was God.”
28-	The Logos preexisted creation, was eternally in close association with God and in fact was God.
John 1:1 -		The Logos had preexisted eternally in the beginning of creation in Genesis 1:1, and the Logos was in close association with God in the beginning of creation in Genesis 1:1, and the Logos was God.


